Streaming & Analytics for Broadcasters

All new features at a glance »
 Record Web TV, Facebook and YouTube streams
 Transport Stream (TS) Snapshots
 Storyboard
 Audience Analysis now in HTML5
 XMediaPlayer
 Website Recording, Web Archiving

Record Web TV, Facebook and YouTube streams
XENTAURIX now features the ability to record Web TV
streams, including Facebook live and YouTube and is
ideally suited for your social media streams. This new
Web TV capability is available for on-premise installation
or via the XENTAURIX Cloud service.

Transport Stream (TS) Snapshots
XENTAURIX now supports original high quality
Transport Stream (TS) “image snapshots”, taken from
your high quality Transport Stream. This allows images
to be repurposed and published to media distribution
platforms in minutes using the simple to use HTML5
XENTAURIX user interface.
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Storyboard
XENATURIX storyboard now features colour coding for
time of day and display intervals from 5 seconds
(previously 30 seconds), providing very granular content
viewing and playback capabilities. XENTAURIX storyboard
also features multiple side-by-side channel comparison
to quickly locate and playback content from multiple
channels.

Audience Analysis now in HTML5
XENTAURIX now features all the audience analysis
capabilities within the HTML5 interface, including viewer
ratings for channel, target group comparison, viewer
migration, viewer distribution, viewer demographic
grouping and graphical program pie charts. The HTML5
user interface allows user configurable customised panels
to view the items that are specifically of interest to your
department. XENTAURIX audience analysis operates
with GFK, Nielsen and other suppliers of audience
viewing statistics.

XMediaPlayer
XMediaPlayer is designed for media monitoring
departments, offering live and VOD playback
monitoring and review services. An operator is able
to view 6 channels simultaneously with 16x FF
(Fast Forward) and 10x RR (Rewind) with instant
replay and review to create clips for repurposing and
publishing to media distribution platforms.

Website Recording, Web Archiving
XENTAURIX now offers the ability to record and archive
complete websites, including all subpages or specified
webpages. This new feature is primarily utilised by news
and social media sites to maintain a recording of their
news and story updates. The recording cycle is
adjustable by the XENTAURIX scheduler to take timed
based snapshots, for example every 5 minutes, 1 hour,
24 hours etc. The XENTAURIX HTML5 Player allows users
to select the recording time and browse through the
webpages normally in a replay mode.
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